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James Parker Gets
'Ford Dealer Award

Wage Law Is
Signed By Governor Combs
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Letter

V 1. LXXXIII No. 69

Kennedy Gives Little Hope
For Early Reservist Release

to the Editor
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DI /WNW, COMPTON
WNO HEADED A•PISSION
DIVELOPMINT Diet
AT 69 Ci CALWOPINA

EXECUTIVE POWER MAY BE TOO GREAT
•
1.ttimedy- has written a letPresident
that
dispatch
UPI
A
ter to Soviet Premier Nikita Khruslichey proposing we pool
scientific and financial problems in five immediate space efforts. including attempts to reach Mars and Venus. as well
as the moon, makes us wonder bow much power the Chief
Executive has under our -constitution.

-

If any person thinks they might owe

ITS flOW1111 CHEtal
POI MRS KalvalIDY IM
THI SUS - CONTINIKT

a Property, Vehicle or Poll Tax, please
the swivel bracket, is often missea condition. Before the propeller isi specificrations by your Mercury
or forgotten. A good-quality ma- reinstalled, lubricate the propeller outboard dealer will add many
rine greets* should be applied to shaft with waterproof grease or,
I more trouble-free hours * boat-

Get Boat
Ready For
Sumner Fun

As a matter of policy we believe we should insist on makiug more progress towards peace and co-operation for progress on this planet before joining forces to explore space.
We believe space experiments are important. of course, but
our experiences_with agreements with Communists do not
It's boating time again! Time to
justify us in pooling our rest-iota-es in any sort of space protake the cot er off your outboard
gram.
When rresidenT - Kennedy set a deadline for a nuclear' for service
If .ou \‘‘.,..it through the proper
test-ban agreement with Russia recently opinion was divided winterizing step- last tall., your
, Undoubtedly must Americans_ believed . w nauttir t.sej4y tsr opera:ion with
as to its, vorpose.
would resume testing nuclear fission- weapons in the atmos- just a little preparation, say Meroutboard engineers_ Burt if
phere. but others wondered Whether it- was a futile "invita- cury
VU were content to remove the
tion" for Russia to Opt another "agreement" in six months motor from your boat last October
after wanton violation of one she signed in 1938 last Septem- and forget it for six months, a
little attention now will pay big
ber.
dividends in getting a season's
It may take us Nome:what longer to conquer space on our trouble-free operation.
Here are simple "Spring Tuneown than would be ,possible through co-operation with So- up" steps an preveniise maintenviet Russia. But if it is true the "cold war"' is being fought ance:
, cowling and
First remove th.
to a finish between the forces of gi.td and evil eve rae conclean :he entire unit :hor sighly;
a
'r.grain
be
will
tribution we make towards a joint space
including a II accessible powercompromise. or appeasement that will hasten, rather than head parts; then remove the ,park
plugs and rotate the crankshat
delay, the final show
by vigorously

this fitting. Lubricate the gear- DC4 compound.
shift cam with a brush. using
If remote controls are used,
Imbriplate or DC4 Compound. check the parts and operation.
for
required
is
Special attention
today's outboard
The majority
the lower unit and its various motors are sold with remote fuel
parts.
tanks. which also require periodic
.After removing the air vent in-peetion. Check the entire tank
screw. - the g r e aes e filler plug and its fittings for loose, damaged
9hould be opened and a marine or missing parts Inspect for leakgtar lubricant should be inserted age around all parts en integral
in the filler plug hole until it tanks as well as on reenote tanks.
starts to emit from the air vent Also check the fuel line and the
screw hole, indicating that the twist connector closely for damgear housing is filled. Before re- age.
PISCI0111 al.c. air vent ..qcieW and the• . (1"Thtirtittir cleaning. magnet)
grease filler plug. make sure the inspeetfon and breaker point adgasket under the screw head Is in justments to the mentrfacturer's
place, otherwise water may leak
past the threads into the gear
housing.
Remove the propeller and inspect. Trim nicks and burrs with
a file: however, when perform''
this operation be careful not
remove morel' metal than is at,
lotely neceszsary. In addition,
spoil for crack& damage or a bent ,

a

motOr and make sure it's ready

-

SHERIFF'S SALE IN APRIL

15(0140 GOfS
ON IN ALGIIIIA
CILMING •I•Ct
TALKS 9.1 EvIAN

ing pleasure.
Owners of outboards equipped
with electric starters should have
the battery checked and recharged before using. If the finish of
the engine is damaged or corroded
excessively, rlean the damaged or
corroded areas and apply matching paint.
There's nothing like an approved tatiery-trained mechanic for a
thorough check-up But don't wait
until he's snowed under with
maring,.,iyork Be ready for ttrat
.7,- having it dofte
first warm day 0
now.

•

1111

I.

e

ERRIMAN SMITH. U P I ‘k hits- House correspondent,
and regnlaefeattere writer her the Le*er & Times% says he
has tallied to g‘Lithe_ a number th keiede who have recen
visited Russia. and that he is -citnvinced there is a tremendous
aliection an41 respect for American- among the people of
Russia in spite of the propaganda campaign waged againist
us lo- Kreinlin leaders user since ,the end I.!: AN orid War Two.
11 hat the Russian pet pie fear. hr said. is the yet'mimic
and military aid we are Kiting NN est ltermany and Russia.ancient enemy in the far east, japan. Manx_ Russians still
living remember when the laars navy was destroyed Ivy tiny
Japan in ore:. They also el:member when the Japaaese army
marched deep into the continent of Asia. taking over Korea
aud Manchuria. and for ten years before the attack on Pearl
Harbor how they. were murdering Chinese by hundreds of
thousands.
And they ill...,, remember how Comtnunists came into
now er during N% orlil 11 ar1„hie is hen R tt s•ian econ.
.ony collapsed and their leviers sued for a separate peace with the
German eoyertiment. also in N1orld NN ar 1 vto• the brmal inyasion of the rich Ukraine, and the useless slaughter and des
atruction inflicted on millions _of their people.
It is difficult for Americans to understand Russian recalcitrance. or to :accept co-existence vy ith a ditaatorship like
Communi.m, but those is ho visit Russia can get a better
understanding on why more than two hundred million people
well support an siirt orregame that promise• defense against
the kind of mi.treatment ille-Y have endured hr on rulcr• of
the most "enlightened nation." of Europe and A•Pe and to
'resist former. allies who are assuming unheard of tax burdens
to rehabilitate their enemies who hay,- inflicted such Mini:mai
treatment three times within a life-time.
Mr. Smith behest's Presithnt Kennedy i• justified in exerciaing patience in eari- tug on ne goliaton. with the Commun-•
ists. and he approve• hise'efftvrt to get the message thrivtigh
to the.Rus. ian people thrmselve• that the United State• Sves
no1 intend to re-arm Gernrany• or
.
Japan. and especially to ressre them that at: Wiii not furni,
au
h them with nut
-tear tie.
.

Buy A

"BIG-TON" of
CORN° FEEDS...
WHEN YOU BUY A TON OF

CORNO PIG SUPPLEMENT
OR

CORNO HOG SUPPLEMENT
OR

CORNO HOG BALANCER
For a Jirnited time only you will receive a 5c'e dividend on these Cot-no Hog Supplements you buy. It's
a "BIG TON" you will receive . . . not the usual
2,000 lbs. . . . BUT 2,100 LBS.

er

WHO RUSSIANS FEAR

a list of names is published.

AN EXTRA 100 LBS. FREE

irperatqls the start-

to remove oil deposits that
f-rm during idle periods in the
clinders and crankcase. „ An' t•her important seep is the
orspuction of spark ',Fug leads for
damage or deteriorateen. Particulvetre ,:inserlati,,n comes in
arly
contact witti metal parts. Be sure
to reconnect cacti to its proper
spark tiftig_Check all gas fittings,
fuel lines. etc.. for damage or kiose
connections. Apply a drop of
S.A.E. No. 30 motor oil ..or DC4
C•mpound to the enntrol linkage
levers. busahimes and all
exposed rnou-mg parts beneath the
cov..I._Benew sipark plugs. or. if
recently replaced. check gaps and
set to the manufacturer's speetficatitiru Clean the fuel filter-, inspect the starter rope for damage
deterioration.
A grease fitting. located under

check with the Sheriff's Office before

tteN-

Come in, get the full story and buy a "BIG TON"
of each one of these feeds. They mean stoney to
you!

tiftiRMOND
'GRANO VIZIEr—This new
Lally Dache number shown
in New York brings to mind
Viziers"
the era of "Grand
The
of olden times Turkey
polka-dot

Breton is done in

COAL and FEED

••

./0..

Caroline Kennedy's
ALL IS QUIET AT THE WHITE HOUSE —
pony, Macaroni, grazes on White Huai.' lawn In Washington.

-

Murray, Kentucky

......................

Bat)' and white silk. has a
flowing detachable wimple.

.•••

.•••
2.•

Week afier week carefully,
tabulated ltgures pubh.lu-d
In ‘ittomottve Market Report.'•
shou• that Chevrolet fru( kc are
worth more in resale value

.
•

........ .....

•••

If you were a professional used truck
buyer, why would you pay !Tillie f-ir
one make than another'
Thrre mas be several reasons, but
among them would lies
1. A greater demand for the
product

2. A more desirable product for
reaale
So if used Chevrolet trucks consistently bring higher prices at auctions
all over the country, it means that
their quality features pay oft for you
not only as long as you own thennt
hut Also when you are ready to trade
them—double-wall cabs, doors and
side panels, roof insulation, select
wood floor's, releible and economical
engines, real rugged tailgates, a suspension system that helps prulone
truck life.
See your Chesrolet dealer for a
viably '62 Chevrolet Jobinaster truck.
' AulnrITOIlvt Nadel
9

IS a lallekly

weelesele publication much

reverts ree
ee•rage prices paid -tor used trucks and cars by
professions buyers at auctions all over the U.S.

••.
116„

P.

The Carpenter family: Wife Ilene holds denghter Candy.;
Other ehisdryn err Kristen, Scott (wearing helmet). and

Jay.

It -would stem that is have hot more ground abroad the
, pa-4 few weeks than ever before. but this is nut necessarily
-truce Unrest ,thromehout ,the world may. mean that millions
of oppressed pe,,ple are, clamoring fit( -.unit-thing. new, ,and ,
- the recthan we cling in the Unitcd Surtea is the new tsr '
thing in the %%Odd...
..i

••••
••• 7e."-••••:--1"•••r",1".•••.•4

.svai.v-andAttio
Ledger

-

— •
.4 • '‘‘' 7e,

rinses File,.

• 7

-A Pat•Ifou stow and sale for all and I-TN inemleer••seill
he held Me 011,1:1 rind •I'Ite•day at the NIttirav Livestock Crimpany. One hundred sL'll.sr iii rrile money will In. given.
'Hite spring met- tine of the t alloway ounty Singing Conthe aloe. High sale„,1 A udi.
Slinfl;,
sent!,ai it ill,
barium. according to lame. tIiii‘Ard. and Joe Pat Pee...
io the
Robert Se a Till is the
innirr•iii a conte-t
;MIL
Paltrovlive.t inetpanx and ha• eeceivosl a eash
own, r of Set atm':
15 one of 300,11r0f) entric,
.
511
.
Debra. Kay IN—( II. Own% month Ult1 daughter of \l r.
and Mrs. -lames NI. Russell ol...-11,ur.ea_a route •i\. passed :tw a t- this it-tort-1Mo at the Mio-r:is ibepjtal after :ITT dint"
. , of

at

See

ii
Scott Carpenter„10.•

,• . for Doliald Slayton
Nob

eott re -rot-der, 37-yearIDIOPATHIC ATRIAL iSIIRILLATION
old Navy I...wen/slit commander, hi taking the pla,e of
am tile neat
Ihmald EC. glacapn 38-year-old USAF Illft,Jor,
itnal .
oinaiirJachedoled for oibital tligliL An
tanination,\or mane heart, maritur, sidelined bl•;, ton.
•

Ch,-vrolet (L;aler for trucks that keep workmg and work,,, and working aad work wpf

HOLCOMB CHEVROLET
I\ 1111 1.1V. krill 1.1, kv
••••

01119111.9.=NA.
•
W

•
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II
Murray Hospital

i Lee Ovetbey, Rt. 2; Mrs. Garrett airs. Christine Coklow, 123 Spruce; Sedalia; Brooks Walton, (Expired)
Beshear, Box 413, College Station; Mrs. J. N. Outland, 1005 Poplar; Rt. Ji; Arthur Buchanan, 1513 SyMrs. Nellie Williams. 503 Pine St.; Miss Rose Hannan, Wells Hall; camore; Master Kerry. Brent Bur!Mrs. Willard Thweatt, Hickory Mts. Richard Denton, 5100 North keen, Rt. 1, Dexter; Master David
!Drive; Mrs. B. E. Adams, Rt. 1. 7th.; Ogden Bogard, Rt. 2; Mn. Rautio.. 208 South 12th.; Mrs.
Patients admitted from Friday
Patients dismissed rrom Friday Voris Wesley Russell. Rt. 6; Bruce Clifton Campbell, 201 South 1301.;
m. to Monday 1:00
$:20
Whitford. Model. Tenn.; John Wal- Mrs. Winiford Pierce. Rt. 1; Master
David Rautio, 208 South 12th.; 1 8.20 a. an. to Monday 1:00 p.
drop, Rt. 1, Hazel; Mrs. Nancy El- Harold Green, Rt. 1, Benton: MasBen Childress, Rt. 1, .Dexter; Hugh I Mrs. James Harrison, Rt. 1, Hard- len
Rt. , Aisne); Ray Wil- ter Kenneth Cunningham, Rt. 5:
Alton, Box 93, Hazel; Mrs. Willard in; Mrs. Curtis Crouch, L)nn son,Eldridge.
1511 Main St.: Marion Chaf- Matter Ronals Gordon, 302 East
Knott, Rt. 1, Hardin; Dewitt Lay- Grove; Mrs. Mary Neely, Rt. 4, fin, Rt.
Paducah; Jerry Wat- 9th., Benton; Mrs. Ray Smith, Rt.
cock, 1612 Ryan; Haroki Green, Benton; William Washam, Rt. 1, son, 11034,Poplar;
Henry Edwaras,,2:. Mrs. Daniel Holt and baby boy.
MM. Charles Jackson and
Rt. 1, Benton; Miss Sharon Chand- Benton;
Bentan; Mrs. Ben Haley Ilitox 1222, College Station; Mrs.
ler, Rt. 3, Benton; Jerry Watson, baby boy, 501 Vane], Fulton; Hoy , and 5,baby
girl, Rt. 1, Hardin; William Myers, Puryear, Tenn..
1104 Poplar; Ronald Gordon, 302 Thompson, Rt. 1, Benton; Master;
William Dunnaway, Box 4,
East 9th., Benton; Baby Jeffrey ratty Stubblefield, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs.
Thompson, Hardin; Kerry Burkeen,
Rt. 1, Dexter; Master Donnie Keel,
405 Vine; Phillip Morgan, .Rt. 1,
Benton; Robert Marine, Rt. 1;
- Walton, Rt. 6; Donald Crawford, Lynn Grove; Mrs. Bobbie
Hamlet and baby boy, Rt. 6, Benton; Baby Inda Shaun Baker, 1005
Chestnut; Arthur Buchanan, 1513
Sycamore; James Gunton, 108 East
Poplar; Horace Beasley, 406 South
8th.; Mrs. James Sanders and baby
boy, Rt. 3; Preston Jewell, Rt. 4;
Mrs. Christine Coklow, 23 Spruce:
Mrs. Larry Perkins and baby girl,
'tit. 1, Dexter; Bone Cooper, 1301
DISAPPOINTED ASTRONAUT — Astronaut Donald K. Slayton,
North 10th.; Guy Simmons, P. 0.
38-year-old Air Force Major, tells a news conference at Washing- Box 542; Mrs. William Dunn, Rt.
ton that he "feels fine' despite being eliminated as U.S. "prime 3; James Meadows, 518 Whitnell;
astronaut" for the next orbital flight. Lt. Col. John A. Powers, Jerry Watson, 1.103 Poplar; Ronald
spokesman for the astronauts, said the. news conference as to Green, New Concord; Robert J.
KENNEDY ACCOMMODATIONS—This Is the Palm Springs, Calif., home of Bing Crosby,
provide evidance that Slayton "is not sick in bed:- that he will Brasifiekl. 520 South 4th.; Mrs.
where President Kennedy will -vacation" the weekend of March 24-25. after a California
remain" with the Mercury program, and may yet fly into space. Grace Cook, Lynn Grove; 'Follie
speaking engagement and an inspection of Vandenberg Air Force Base.
Ohrisman, Buchanan, Tenn.; Jerry
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WITH THESE BARGAINS.
Reg. $5.00 Rubber Base Hanna

gal. '4.25

SATINSHEEN PAINT
Some Dark Colors

now only '3.00 gal.
Reg. $4.00 U.S.G.

gal. '3.25

RUBBER BASE PAINT

Murray Lbr. Co.
Murray, Ky.

104 Maple

PLaza 3-3161

of

FREE

N OF

,MENT

EMENT

BETTERIt

LNCER

eive a 5% diviits you buy. It's
. not the usual

MORRELL PALACE SLICED

LEAN MEATY BOSTON BUTT
a "BIG TON"
mean money to

PORK
ROAST

IOND

[ FEED
ntucky

39

BACON

RACKERS
VEL LIQUID _ _ — — —

Nabisco Ritz - 1 -lb. box

t rtic ks conTs at auctions
means that
iy oil for you
u own thermt
eady to trade
is, doors and
lation, select
d economical
ilgatcs, a sitsrips prolon;

giant size

35°
59°

MIX&LEAN

PORK

11

SAUSAGE

Mayonnaise 29c

a vi•f%ly as
*tuck nouns tk•
acts Sat cats by
all net the U.S.

AJAX
VEL

c.

CAKES
CRACKERS

490

--

BEAUTY BAR

DOLE PINEAPPLE - 46-oz. can

29C

SOAKY

BUBBLE BATH
41.7

•

*

E

MAXWVL HOUSE INSTANT - Giant 10-oz. Jar

29c
,.„ 19, COFFEE
BOXES

4W

.49c. GREEN PEAS

Quart

12-0z. Can.
—

2

1.19

3i1.00 CORN
3.
POT PIES

•
*- Itirdseye"-- 10-oz. pkg.

12-011 Smooth

BOXES

.

. •Or Turks;
Jew
' ell'. Mickel'

'
leZ.v 119

WE RESERVE 114E. RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

Tuna 2 cans 69c
•
•

•

1W
19'
-

10-‘z. pkg.
eifiiihieyg 'Whole _Kernel"— --,

FOOD
MARKET

I BREAST '0 CHICKEN - Light Chunk

I

—

DUNCN HINES NEW DELUXE

FAULTLESS — large 46-oz.

I

— 303 Can

Chips or Butter Chips

'

BIG TOP -L.

SHELF PAPER "1-13t-l-gsliy-±a--Y 4W
STARCH
450

'king!

119°
5°
39,

— — — — — Bunch

Miracle Whip

1.f-TANU.

H. J. HEIN; TOMATO -

$°°
1

k

56°
69° MORRELL SNACK

— Large 28-oz.

3 lbs

•••-••

99c

1-Lb. Bag

39( Value

FLAVOR-KIST COOKIES
KRAFT

LIQUID

50-Lb. Bag

MILLER SALTINES

JUICE
AJAX

GROUND BFFF

1

•tial.ase.
;:t1%:;-

Tube 10

FrESH TENDER GREEN ONIONS -PIE CHERRIES RED PITTED — — — — — — — —
,
25

Regular Size

WIENERS
Yo-Yo with 49,
each pkg.

POTATOES
FRESH TEXAS CARROTS

BIG BROTHER - Pint

69C

Morrell Pride

ree

ALL
WPUHRITPEOSE

Size

is

lb. 690

- - lb.

Fresh Lean

RED RIPE TOMATOES

Regular Size

dealer for a
,master truck.

STEKHIES
E AR

2-It. pkg.

FAB
28°
FLORIENT Large ----6W

whole

TENDER LEAN

89

Baby Food 6i 49c

41011c

II). pi,cif

STEAK

—lb.

FIELD'S PURE

HEINZ STRAINED

FRYERS
27

FREE! Genuine Cat's Eye Marbles with each lb. pkg.

HITS
'
PORK (1

c product fur

GOV'T INSPECTED
TOP QUALITY

t

tr`o

•

•.•
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen - PLaza 3-4947

The home of Mrs. Kenneth
Wingert 'was the scene of the
meeting of the Breaks Cross Caof
cle 01 the Woman's Society
MeFirst
the
of
e
hiunahan Servic
thodist crunch held,„,iin
""`
t
evening at seven-thirty o'cluci
was
say
Mrs. Morrison G(alkni
the guest speaker and presented a
m on the
most interesting pn•gra
biography of suswina Nvticy.

4:,
sp„
moyeaxae, 4/

Is

0.4

Initiation Held .41
Rainbow -For Girls
Meeting Tuesday

Social Calendar
•
a
•

COM= SCRAPBOOE

!Wingert Home Scene Christian Women's
Fellowship Holds
Of Brooks Cross
General ;heeling
Circle Meeting

•••••••••••••

The edvonon was given by Mrs.

Mrs. Dan Shelton, president,
presided at the general program
ineoting of the Christian Women's
Fellowship of the First Christian
Church held on Tuesday morning
-.o'clock in the
church parlor.
Presenting the interesting and
azh was Mrs'
'
4 n 'Prxigl
/
'
att"Thatt1
Rupert Parks who discussed the
in
work
Paraguay. Mrs.
mission
•
A B. Crass and Mrs. Howard
Nichols presented a skit about
the work an the Friendship Missiun in Asuncic•n. Paraguay.
Mrs. Ark, Sprurtger gave the
was
hteiOn.treesurces report
vo
deT

as
Eugene Scharshather wh" h-Club of the Supreme Forest
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order her comments and road scripture
Thursday. March 22nd
its concerning Mrs. Wesley.
held
the
at
Girls
meet
•for
will
ow
Cirele
en
Rainb
Wooam
the
of
y
SchThe Foundational Sunda
y Nelson, chairman,
Kathleen Patterson regular meoUng at the Ilasailic: mil. Tomm
col Class of the First Baptist name of Miss
seven
at
g
evenin
y
p.m.
meeting.
730
Tuesda
she
at
of
on
cleat
Hall
presid
Church will meet at the home
•••
hments were served by
w,,oct,.'clock.
Refres
220
Ligon.
George
Mrs
Friday, March 23rd
to the thirteen mem- given by Mrs. Davy Hopkins.
la,A-n. at 720 p.m. Mess Erma
MmPat DIU* worthy advisor,. the hostess
The Masons Chapel Mettrodla preauded at the meeting. Muss_ hers and five •guesis. Mrs. Roger- Mrs. Sprunger reed the minutes
Whalen will be the guest speaker.
Chisran WSCS will conclude its Patsy Lax, recorder. read the
Stanfill'Mrs' Dnrthea Martin'Mrs' of the February meeting and of
nv-ssit,r, study at the church at 7 minutes. Plans were completed J. B. Wilson, Mrs. Jim Byrn, and the March board meeting
sirs. Galloway.
at
be
meet
to
wall
Chib
The Magazine
p.m.
f,•r the spaghetti supper
. Mrs. Shelton asked that the
•••
•••
, at the
the home of Mrs. E. S. Ferguson.;
held Thursday, March
members use the Easter devotion
1
Your
Sharpe Street. at 2:30 p.m.
Saturday, March 24th
American Legion Hall.
books and to ramenaber the rePeople and lithne" wall be the , Murras Star Chapter No. 433
group eliscuM the work
vival starting March 25. A famThe
s.
subject of me program by Miss I Oreer of the Eastern Star seill at the hospital by' the member
ily dinner will be held at the
Bobbye McCarter.
have a rununage sale in the Pen- It was announced that a trarqr
church on March 21, it was an-•
, •••
Bank Building starting at meeting will be held April 2 and •
nounced.
•
•
7:30 am.
3 from 10 to 12 a.m. at the hiae
The meeting was closed with
Mrs. Chile Jones opened her
•• •
work.
to
The Hazel Bagel/ Church WITS
plan
who
pital for those
home on West Main Street for the the Missionary benediction.
the
with
will meet at the home of Mrs.;
held
was
An initiation
II of the Wo- The .hoetewes, Mrs. Jones
The Alpha Department of the degrees of the order being con- meeting of Circle
Fred Joyce at 7 pm. Mrs. M. M.
Christian Sery
of
Mrs.
H,arniann will be in charge of the Murray Woman's Club will have ferred upon Miss Jane Watson, man's Societ
ist Church Elsie Brov.,n, to the eighteen
First Method
the Tuesda
y
held ofen
program.
its noon luncheon at the club daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert vice
and
three
members
at
oon
aftern
guests, Mrs.
house with R..bert Hornsby, Wild- Lee Watson.
•••
.
Baker, Mrs. Wilson, and Mrs. V.
Biologist with the Kentucky
the two-thirty o'clock
Sife
that
nced
anrxtu
Dill
Miss
In charge of the program was( E. winceor.
The Jessie Houston Service Divsion of Finh and Wildlife Regroup will have its annual church
• ••
Charlie Hale who introduc-1
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The War for the Union 1861-65

Memorial Day 1962, when,
inevitably, "Taps" will resound cerenioniously and mournfully, could
be observed also as the centennial of that

Isle). 143

bugle call.
,
This la a suggestion to American Legion
,
Veterans of Foreign Wars, and other groups
that the centennial be given attention.
But"Taps" owes its inception to Iputiel
terfield, a son of the operator of the famous
n
Butterfield Overland Mail across the Wester
prairies and mountains. The younger Butterin
field was engaged In business of his own
He
New York when the war came in 1861.
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DO YOUR SPRING CLEANING

Read today's Sports

JONES CLEANERS

itillf1l.03/1 ALCOHOLICS

* DRAPES
—

— The InWASHINGTON
ternational Commission for the
Prevention of Alcoholism has estimated that ene ui cvtiry nine
Americans who begins drinking
will beccane an alcoholic.
W. A. Scharfenberg executive
director, said in a statement Sunday night that the latest estimates
show there are six million alcoholics in the United States.

* SLIP COVERS
PL 3-4542
—
FING
PROO
FREE MOTH

ATTENTION

rENVIS

MR. TOBACCO GROWER

ELLyticE

MISSILE SATTERIES CHANGED
WASHINGTON MPS — A total
of 16 baitterios 01 Nike-Herculee
anti-aircraft defense mles will
be turned over to the Natenral
Guard between now and mid 1963,
the Army announced Thursday.
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idea. The
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General Butterthose of other armies. But
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.
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d
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of notes
After trying various combinations
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he
what
gave
ield
Butterf
,
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arrangement to the
the most appropriate
, Oliver Norbugler at brigade headquarters
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d the new
and timing, and Butterfield ordere
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call used throughout the brigade
quickly
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old
through other units and supplanted the
was over.
slights out" widely before the war
ield was
After the war, when General Butterf
, he
active in veterans' affairs and politics
of Sherman
was in charge of public funerals
bly he
and other notable figures. Invaria
"Taps"
made the sounding of his version of
general
a part of the ceremonleanand gained
public acceptance for this addition.
—CLARK KINNAIRD
a photoLeft: Maj. Gen. Daniel Butterfield,
"
graph after the war, when "Taps uas
s,
common _uaage at military eadahlislunent
of
both on land and sea, and at funerals
veterans.
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ACTRESS 112 YEARS — Ethel
Griffies, who began her theatricaJ career as a babe in
arms, has Celebrated her
82nd anniversary as an actress. She Is shown as she
looks today at 83. and in a
photo made In England when
she was 17. She Is currently
In 'Write Me a Murder" on
Broadway.
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a
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GREETED BY COMMUNITY'S SINGH—MaglitilcentlY muetschtoed Rajasthant Gov. G. Nlhal Singh eacorta Mrs. Jacqueline
Kennedy during her visit to Jaipur, India. At right is her
(Itactiop.hotoA
sister, Princess Lee Radziwill.
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Commerce-raiding vessels
the Confederates Bent out in
1881 and 1862 to prey on 'Union ships failed
to put a stop to the first exportations or
petroleum to Europe.
The war wan more a 'stimulant than a de.
terrent of the new industry 'Slat sprang up
visa, gust
In region of Titusville, Pa., be
Valley in
River
Allegheny
through
spread
1860 and 1861.
The United States, an exporter of whale
oil for lamjis and other purposes since colonial days, naturally became an exporter
petroleum. Following a- trial shipment to
England of barrels of crude oil barged down
and connecting streams to Philadelphia
creek
•••
tranadianUo
in November 1861, regular
'commerce in oil developed in
All shi menta by water-were made in bar-.
constructed
rels until 1869, svhart a specially

No.144
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TING

No. 30353g

Lschoy
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Beef

tankship was put in service between Philadelphia and Antwerp.
—CLARK KENNArtur

•• •
VIDELICITTT: Francois ChMon,ft French
army veteran who had settled in California.
walked from the Pacific Coast to NW
Orleans-to enlist in a Confederate regiment
composed of Prenrh-apcaiding Loulsiana
Ile was accompanied by his small pet don•
key. Jason. Witich slept bead* Chill=
nightly.
•••
Floafbeote being pulled along OR Creek
by horse to be loaded with barrels of olL
Water was Impounded by darns constructed
fur the purpose to he released when needed
te,float loaded barges -oat for transhipment.
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IRISH SET DATE
SOUTH BEND, Ind. TPA — The
Irish of Notre Dame open spring
football practice on St. Patrick's
Day, the first time the school has
started its training season dus
The $11.35 per acre average cost early in many years.

LB.

Super Right Pork Loin Sale!

6

for land in the aonservation reserve shows that a carefully planned long-range land retirement
program can do the Icgo cheaper
than an emergency feed grain
program which cost over ;X per
acre.

WHOLE

3k

Lb.

QUALITY

Asa 3-1823

DS

come, production must be brought
into line with demand. We think
the cropland adjustment plan offers those farmers who are near
retirement, those who have inherited a farm, and those who
farm part-time the opportunity to
retire their entire farms if they
wish. We think it will be attractive to them if payments are large
enough to cover fixed costs and
give them a return on their
vested capital.

imehides
(
27c

UU

EARLY!!

INC

Gm

signed up, there woukt be no reason for him to use more fertilizer,
irrigate and so on to increase production and thereby offset the effects of a land retirement program. Improved practices would
be left to those farmers who want
to expand the size of their farm
and take full advantage of modUnder this system, some far- ern farming methods to reduce
mers would be willing to retire their crop unit production costs.
their whole farm. The best land
The problem of the farmer is
To make the land retirement as well as the poorest on each
system sound and enable it to farm would go out of production. excessive productive capacity. If
accomplish the job of controlling Because lois entire farm would be the farmer is to earn a higher inproduction, the Secretary of Agrishould be given the authority to enter into new longterm contracts with those farmers
who want to sign one and are
wilting to make a bid that will
compete with the price which
other farmers are willing to take.

the last one. evoke in 1969.
Twenty-nine million acres back
into produotion with fertility increased is the picture unless the
corrtraots are extended. Contracts
ahould be reviewed with the idea
of extending those which will
aceomplish the best results at the
smallest oast. We think that many
farmers would renew at the nate
which they are now receiving.

Cropland Adjustment
J. D. Mtuphey has requested
By Robert Brown
Offers An Improved
a soil -conservation plan for his
Soil Conservationist
Farm Situation
Soil mass prepiared by the Soil, farm north of - Coldwater. Most
By Larry May
Conservation Service have many of the farm is In the sort bank,
For the past several years the
uses. Adolphus Paazhall, south of however there is still a need for
land
Murray bias used the soils map sane tree planting and posture government has been holding
through the conservation reserve
'of his farm to help him select establishment on the farm.
of the soil bank at an average of
the soil best suited for growing
M. W. Fulkeraon, Van Cleave,
all of this
tobacco. Pa,sohall was disratisfied has set two acres of trees on some $11.8,5 per acre. Nearly
crop prowith the tobacco production on of the steep, eroded land on his land was being used for
put it in
his farm. A check with the soils farm that was unsuited for pas- duction before farmers
map on his farm indicated that ture or crop. He also has plans The aril bank.
At the end of 1960, when the
there were 90MS On the farm more for constructing a diversion thancontracts endsuitable for tobacco production nel above a bottom field to pro- authority to sign
placed nearly 29
than the site he had been using. tect it from hill water that has ed, farmers had
bank.
This ,farm has two kinds of been going across the field. Fulk- million acres in the_ soil
Those contracts will begin to exsoils, Calloway and Grenada. Of
is one of Calloway county's pire in volume this year and some
the two, Grenda is beater drained, erson
until
deeper, less drouglAY, and more outstanding conservation farmers. will terminate each year
suitable for growing tobacco.
The soil survey which hes been
started recently in this county
will make this type of information
to Yesterd•v's PozzIC
CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer
available to all farmers in the
county.
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OVC Defending Champions In
Baseball Launch New Season

HL LEDGER & TIMES— MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SPORTS PARADE

r BELK-SETTLE CO.

By OSCAR FRALEY
,Cincinnati Reds, names San FranUnited Press International
lease° as one of the teams to beat
FORT LAUDERDALE. Fla. alal ltis season but claims that the
Murray State College's baseball Urah Vaadell, who does a good —Fearless Fraleya facts and fig- Giants have a psychological fac((am. the defending Ohio N'alley! Joh, with young pitchers; and Don
tor to heat as well ai• nine other
canferoice champion. launcied a Koch, a big. strong hitter. Two
Freddie Hutchinson, manager of dubs.
31-game season
yeaterday at top freshman catchers, Richard Ilse- National League champion
"It's the winds in Candlestick
aterriphis State..
Cresson and David Darnall, should
Park.
the
OVC champs in three of
last also see a lot of action.
"We can go in there without
Nur serTains, Coach -Johnny ReaOre FrItz, and Hines were Allworrying too much because we
gan's 1962 Racer baseballers fi- OVC choices kist soason,.asawere
know we'll be out of there in
gare ti be in the thick of the rate the graduated Bridwell and Dale
three days at the worst," Hutch
again this season—that is, ia a Alexander. Ward made the Allex.plaihs. "But when you know
predominately youthful pitching OVC team two seasons ago and
you have to play half of your
come conies around.
was honorable mention last year.
games there, like the Giants,
11 our .-1.1ing intichers •- aerne
F.Uowrng Wednesday's opener
well, you've got to start break-through," Reagan said. ''We could with Memphis State, Reagan's
ing your back". . _Maybe they need
By JOHN G. DIETRICH ,
have our fined season. If they team will travel to Cleveland,
a psychiatrist like onetime St.
1110.81
1.It
aon't we'll be an also ran."
Maas., for Three games in ttsree
LOUISVILLE, Ky. iurt — The Lotus Browns. . .
The ace- of last season's data days with Delta State, beginning four contenders still left in the
Dora! Country
Club,
where
All-OVC lefty Lynn Brid•.vell, today. .
struggle for college basketball's they'll stage a $50,000 golf tournawas keit via graduation, along
The home opener will be Mon- biggest prize were scheduled to ment this week, has to be one
with right-hander Chico Reyes. day, March 26. with Purdue. and arrive today in time tor hour- of the swankiest sports spas in
who figured largely in the Racers' the Racers will meet that team long workouts on the Freedom the world. Doral already has cost
1961 championship.
four times in four successive days. Hall .floor where the NCAA final well over $10 million_ It has a
Comprising the 1962 mound staff
Murray's overall record last sea- rounds will be played Friday and waterfall. 147 acres of lakes, three
ore eignt men. live righthanders son was 19-7. Reagan's team was Saturday nights.
golf courses on its 2.400 acre;
and three lefties. With the ex- 12-2 against conference team s,
Ohio State's Buckeyes, rated the on the fringe of the Verglades
ception of Dan Pugh, all are that record including tometament natiares No. 1 team all year, also west of Miami, rooms for 600
yoking. four of them freshmen.
games.
were scheduled to be the first guests and everything plush. As
Top proapects are Pugh. a conin town and the first on the hard- an example, the lounge walls are
trol specialist whe-was a retie% er
lined with the bark of the Portuwood this afternoon.
last season; Jerry Ander:am, a
The Big Ten _champ: were ex- guese cock tree—at $1.25 a foot
big. strong right-hander: James
pected to arrive by air at 12:55 .. be great for shooting darts...
Jacobs. and Charles Wade. hardWants Rule Reinstated
p m. EST and work out from 2
throwing might-hanck•rs; freshmen
"Lighthorse Harry" Cooper, one
to 3 p.m. Wake Forest, their oplefties Ray Rivera and George
ponent in the Eastern semi-final of the Doral pros along with Jay
Dugtan; and frosai -right-hander
Friday night, was due in at 1:30 Hebert and George Bayer, says
Ken Meredith.
pm. to workout from 3 to 4 p.m.; that in the general concern over
While pitching is a question
Cincinnati's defending champion how to speed up fairway play
mark, it appears the Racers may
Bearscats were scheduled to ar- the best method would be to go
Magic Tri League
have their finest infield in school
rive. by bus in itme for a 4 p.m. back to the old rule of removing
March 24, 1962
•titory. a strong-hitting outfield,
91 25 session: and UCLA, flying from the pin from the cult.
Caldweil Used Cars
and depth and experience behind
77 39 the coast, was due at 4e19 p.m. 'The option of leaving the pin
Bilibrev's
the- plate.
the ..hgte has.slowed
more
• Rowland Releaser/aeon .-. 704 4,54f-ansraa.6-prie lookaa.1
.
than 30 kinUtes per .round," arTinge of Sadness
69- 4,
. Leading candidates for the in- Taiy:ell Paint Store
Buckeye Coach Fred Taylor, in gues Cooper. "They should ,go
' 59 57
field include: Russ Whittington, a McKinney Marine
57 59 Own Wednesday night to speak back to the old rule where if you
defensive ace and Jimmy Peck, Bank of MarraY
57 59 at a basketball banquet, summed bit the pin from within 6(1 feet
a strong hitter, at first: Gary Kir- Murray Beauty Shop
52; 631 up the tactical situation for all you get a two-stroke penaky."
ahner, who Reagan says is the Calairala Casual
With the touring pros playing
48 68 by quipping. "Atter this, there's
last glove man he's ever ea:lc-heat Lake Stop Grocery .431 721 nothing left but the senior prom." for well over a million bucks in
at second; Jimmy Orra who bait_ Pe pies Bank
purses every year, Cooper moata
401 751
t•Ci .312 Last season, at third: and Tasapanettes
Taylor's Seat had a tinge of that he was; born 'thirty years
31 85
Gordan Fritz. a .321 hitter, at Eaal: Beaula School
sadnesa -in it. He agreed that win too 'Soon." Ile was the leading
High Team -Single Game
't-icirt. Other prospect:: are TomIcis.e in their bid to regain the money sinner in 1937 with $14.700
840
my Story at short and Ron Arid- Caldwell Used Cars
-84 title they lost to Cincinnati last —and his own club
pay a
, Ezell Beauty School
ersan at third.
776 year. this weekend will mark the $9,000 final prize this weekend. . .
Tappanettes
never,to-be-forgatten
end
of
a
It is Ccacer's contention that any
Five outfielders returning from
High Team Three Games
at Ohio State.
of the old guard, meaning the
last year's title club sbauld give Caldwell Used Cars
2292 era
Hnens, Sarazens and Joneses,
the Racers adequate pmeer 'at Tappanettes
2204
"Of course we'll feel it," he
the plate Outfield candidate: are: Bilbrey's
2153 admitted. "There was some of_ the would have done just as well
against the horde of current cby
Lowell Stonecipher. sena had a
High Ind, Single Game
feeling in our. last game at home
great seaa ,n at tne plate two years I
225 against Indiana. Those folks have SZ WS. .
Calciwell
•
Waiters Gives Cards
5111loaanea Beyer. a powerful Int- , Milared Hodge a
210 n•-ver'seen these boratoce to three
o* who averaped .310 last sea- Nina Huie
Henry Weissberger, a Swiss wait2tat )eirS."
er who follows the sun by servson: Ken Mabark-a, one of the
High Ind. Three Games
best defensive air ticklers: Sonny• Mildred -Midge
He pointed out that Jerry Lu- irw at the New York tracks in the
548
Ward. carisistently the team's big- Judy Parker
500 cas, John Havhcek. Mel Nowell, summer, greets his customers at
gest offerisive pinch; and John '
Caldwell
490 and two other seniors came to Gulfstream Park with a little card.
5
Alton who
Ohio State as freshmen the year Its message is simple:
but is potentially' a powerful bit- Mildred Hofte
Wroow "
- so arwin
....
144 he became head coach, aria—sent
ter.
150 rather wanly. "They've made it Beat reee.
.
—TJudy . Parker
mare you do.
Katherine Lax
148 a mighty short four years."
New men in the outfield include
-"Don't tell me.
Promising Sophomores
147
Essie Caldwell
Letais Jones and Herb Dingworth
"Thanks.". .and enuif said. . .
He added quickly however. "Not
147,
Mary G.aaves
Heading the catching candidate
Al Scha:ht, the baseball funny
Murrell,- Walker
146 that the is the end of the world.
are Bob Hines, who aas never
Joy Johnson
144 Gary Breads and some of the man. figures the New Yet YankPut under 300 for the Racers:
Nita Emerson
142 other sophamores have a lot of ees will win the American League
Jo Williams
142 promise . N• d y dominates the pennant "in a walk " which gives
Ven-,na Grogan
140 Big Ten very long, and you have him an 'idea on how to beat thern
to live on both sides of the street if he will was pitching today.
"Take that batting order: he
76; 274 in that league. It Tiny be a little
Martin Oil
Trdwell's
66 38 tough on the kids coming up be- ,says. "Mickey Mantle. Roger Marie,
Cathey Contractor
64 40 (thew inevatab12,- they'll be comi Moose Skowron, }Isom Howard,
54; 491 pared with this bunch, but we Yogi Bert-a and John Blanchard.
Peoples Bank
•
Well, the way to stop them is
Wright's
52 52 aren't womed about them."
Taylor expected no nark-Way to aalk every ane of them —
Tucker's
51 53
51 53 getting his Buckeyes steamed up and then pick 'ern off first base."
Lindsey's
Schacht labels Bill Stafford, who
Pardom's
60 54 far a Wake Forest team they beat,
had a 14-9 record last season deTriangle Inn
491 541 84-62. last December.
3spite afrn trouble. as the probable
Local C. W A.
41; 621
"We all know Woke Forest has
Babrey's
36 69 changed its personnel enough that star cif the Yankee pitching staff
Buck's Body Shop
31 73 we are bound to have more prob- this season. To back hen up,
1Stafford already has pitched hitTop Averages
,
lems than we•did Dec. 9," he said. less innings in Grapefruit com•
Paul Rarriale
182
Marty Fox
101
He noted that 6-10 Junior lanta petition. . .
Gorge Hodge
176 Wollard has become a full-time
BIDS ON GUNS
176 performer at center, adding conJames Neale
Dick Tucker
175 aideratee heigh• to the tront line.
— The
ST. LOUIS. Mo.
. Bob Wright
174
A Sell Out
.•. for a fast, vigorous
. Red Howe
173
"Dealing with extreme height people 'from Mars may not be
start for your chicks, and
Richard Laeseer
.
.
173 hasn't been our big problem, ahead of this planet in weaponry
better profitability.
Garrett Beshear
171 though," he said. "When we get after all.
Mars Equipment Corp. of
Bill Fanarich
171 into trouble is when we start '•The
To help you rxibth higher
Red Doherty
171 spectating — looking around and Chicago Friday entitred the apgoals each year, CORNO
High Single Game Scratch `• counting
h e hou.se instead of parent high bid of $4,448 for 440
„VIGORIZED CHICK
obsolote police riot gum.
I Grant Stiles
240 playing basketball."
STARTER keeps on getting
'
Ricaard
Lassiter
217
.
better and better.
206 . They won't have to count the
$82 MILLION ALLOCATED
Dick Tucker
house for this one. Freedom Hall's
Drop In and let's discuss
High 3 Games Scratch
sio 17,805 seats are absulutely sold
WASHINGTON INV — The Area
the important ways in
James Neale
566 cut for both Friday night, when
developme rat_ Administrawhich CORN() CHICK
D ek Tucker '
567 Ohio S.;•te meets Wake Forest tion said Friday that during Its
Gra nt sq l:ps ... . ........
STARTER is vigorised to
in the Ea- tern semi-final a nd frr.a. 10 months of exiatencis it had
H igh saigie Game with H.C.
- telp you reach your 1962
Grant S...,•,
270 UCLA tackles Cincinnati in the allocated $82 million in loans and
goals for livability ...
236 Western semi-final: arid for the grants which it expects will creRichard i..a. •.•i•r
efficient growth ... and
235 national charnpion.ihip and con- ate 4.588 iOtis in econornteally deDavid Thornipson
high production.
'isolation games Saturday night.
pressed areas.
High 3 Genies with N.C.
Grant Stiles
657
----Danny Roberts • .
•
Paul Ragsdale
651
High Team single came with N.D.
Tidwells
(.• .•
1011
High Team 3 Games with H.C.
Murray. Kentucky
2964

NCAA Finalists
Arrive Today

•
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Murray,/LADY
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made especially for us!
new spring collection of

"LADY ARCHDAI
SHIRTS

£
k
.
:
O
F
9
_

lilt

•:.;

k. • MONTI'

• no-iron daaon-cotton

• stay-fresh t.orto,11.

• roll-up sleeves

• delightful prints

• in or outer styles

• smart solids

• most popular collar types

• embroidery trims

atone—your favorite Lady Archdale blouses here in a
lovely assortment of styles, fabrics, prints and solid tones. Why
not replenish your wardrobe now for the spring-summer
seasons? All shirts come in sizes 30 to 38.

Ours

riffle

THURMOND
Coal & Feed
r

.
d'To Announce
, We Are Please
•

WiP•iPr -

• St-^J,

,

lie invites his many friends to come by and see
41r
him when in need of a good used car.

I

PARKER MOTORS INC.
"Your Authorized FORD Dealer"

Cotton broadcloth, roll-up,*eve,
Bermuda collar. White, beige,
blue, mint, maize.

-a"
Contemporary floral print cot.
in or outer, Peter Pan gentry
collar. Assorted colors.

Carrot and rabbit print cotton in
or outer, collarless, roll-up
sleeve. Assorted colors.

Cotton broadcloth in or outer,
roll sleeve,cardigan neck. White,
pink, blue, maize, lime.

Abstract floral print cotton, convertible gnrtry toiler, roll-up
sleeve. Assorted colors.

Special
orse Sale
-

1440 25

IS NOW ON OUR USED CAR LOT

•

Doeron/conon roff-up sleeves,
convertible collar. White, beige,
blue, mint, maize.'

flak ra

thill rrtl:

•

Will have buyers for all types of horses
mules and ponies!
PLAN NOW TO ATTEND ! I

Cotton broadcloth in or outer,
convertible collar, •mbroidery
trim. White/rose, white/ blue.

Murray Livestock Company

Blazer stripe cotton, 8Ormudct
collar, roll-up sleeve. Assorted
stripes.

Cotton broadcloth, notched
Italian collar, mock monogram,
roll-up sleeve. Whits/charcoal,
white/toast, white/light blue.

BELK'S for better selections! BELK'S for certified better velvet!
Phout • PI.

South Second Street

3.3334

•

•
•
•
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•
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PACir SFVE1
MM.

TO .1.1Einn IVY SCHOOLS

2.27. Y)2

AEC

WILL DISCUSS- TRIP

AR
US

STRIKE RECORD SET

DURHAM, N.C. (UPI -The Duke
WASHINGTON Wit - Atty.
;
University baseball beam, quarterRobert F. Kennedy will ap'finalists in the 1961 NCAA college; Gen.
Wet-id Series, will meet two Ivy pear •befere the Senate Foreign I
League schools during las 26-game Relations Committee in closed
season. The Blue Devils p l oy ; session next Wednesday to report
Deremeuth, Manch 22, and Yale, I on his recent round-the-world
also conventional type washer, 1956 Star, 33eft. $1,095.00. Seet
both good condition. Phone PL 3- eral others to choose from. PaFOR
SALE
N OTICE
m229 ducah Rr. acmes from Pipeline
5347 after 5 p.m.
1955
PANEL Truck,
Service Station, Mayfield, OH 76 cylinder. Phone PL 3-2365.
.m24c YOUR FACTORY OUTLET Shoe
BY OWNER: 3 BEDROOM frame 9066.
m24c
and brick veneer home on Whit- MODERN 7 ROOM HOUSE, 2 Store new have in their new
14-FT. MARINE PLYWOOD boat, nell Avenue. Back yard complete- acres of lend in Lynn Grove. shipment of ladies famous name
18 horsepower Evinrude motor, ly fenced in. Shown by appoint- Newly decorated, butit-tie cabi- brand spring shoes. Visit them
home made trailer. If interested ment. Call Pi. 3-5036 after 5:30 nets, plenty of closet space, bath now. Located 100 S. 13th St. m23c
.call PL 3-5824. In extra good pin.
room front porch, with screened
CLEAiN CARPETS WITH OUR
enditionL
m22p
in hack porch, garage and smoke
Carpet Shampooer FREE with
HOUSE TRAILER'S - 24-ft. modpriced
house.
See
act
once,
to
sell.
1949 WILLYS STATION Wagon, el, only $595.00, ideal for the lake.
purchase of Blue Lustre sbarnpoo.
J. O• Patton Realter Tel PL 3- Craw,
Furniture C.ompany. m23c
1738, PL 3-3566.
m23c
_
1 KENMORE PORTABLE wash- SEE THIE NEW MILLINERY super, used very little. Juin $15.00, plies, flowers, 'veiling, ribbons,
YOUR MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY
phone PL 3-2409.
m23c orgarizra, maline, braids, anything
in millinery in Z.ell Finney-s, 206
2-PIECE LIVRIG ROOM SUITE, East Poplar.
m24c
3-piece bedroom suite, chiffercibe,
8-piece dining room suite, refrigerator, and many odd items. Priced to sell whole lot only. Shown
by appointment. WI PL 3-3802
Federal - State Market News
or PL 3-1334.
m23t3
Service, Thursday, March 22, 1962.
ROW MULE-DRAWN corn Kentucky Purchase - Area Hog
drill. Telephone. 732-2605, Clyde Market Report including 9 'buying
Downs.
mnap stations. Receipts Wednesday toOFFICE SUPPLIES
ADDING MACHINES
taled 502 head. Today barrows
2 ROW BURCH CORN AND SOY and gifts Inc (to 25c lower. Mixed
and TYPEWRITERS
Ledger & Tunes .....FL 3-1916
bean planter, wee eess than one U.S. No. 1. 2 and 3 barrows and
Sales & Service
season. See M. T. Tarry, Dexter, gilts 180-230 tbs. $16.00 - 16.35;
PL 3-1916
Leuger & Times
Ky. Call PL 3-2291 evenings.
235-270 Rate 515.00-16.10; 275-300
43
rre24p the.
- 14.35; 1-50-115 lbs.
140U$
PL 3-1916
Ledger & Tirnes
514.75-16.10. No. 2 and 3 sows
300-600 lbs. 512.00-14.75.
PL 3-2547
Scott Drug
FOR
RENT
TYPEWRITER RENTAL

LOST

THEVROLET

BUSINESS
1 DIRECTORY

AND SERVICE

INSURANCE

Ledger & Times
Frazee, Melugm & Holton
PL 3-3415
Gen. Insurance

crib.=

FOUND

HELP

FULLTLME HOUSEKEEPER. Call
753-2447 before 5:00 p.m. White
m22c
person preferred.
REDSKINS SIGN

C4,1;:szce

•

•;,,.A4A1:1441.
•
agar

C5104'nil

WASHINGTON CUPD - Ray Willsey, former assistant mach with
the St. Louis Cardinale, has been
signed as a defensive coach by
the Washington Rediekins. Willsey replaces Laverne Torgeson,
who resigned to join the Pittsburgh Stnelers.
REFUSES RECOGNITION
-VEIENNA IIIPD - Czechoslovakia will not recognize the Colorado Springs ice hockey matches
as werid championships because
East Gervany was not given "free
access" fl play in the Colorado
_genies.

l

;tante of the Flying Tiger Constellation, lost with 104 pen
nein between Guam and Manila on flight fu-urn Travis Alen.

ACROSS
I -Breed of
pigeons
5- Egyptian
sacred bull
9-Tavern
11 -Interstice
bet wean leaf
veins
12-Near.
14-Attandem at
entrance
16-Siberian
river
17-Ship ,channel
1$- Regal
20-Girl's Dame
21-Merit
23-Openwork
fabric _
24-Hurried
25- Approaches
27-Ancient city
of Asia Minor
22-Hall!
30-High
mountain
21-Com molt-

ONE-HALF BRICK DUPLEX,
unfurnished, five moms and bath.
Murray Auto Salvage - Hazel Rd. Gas furnace and garage. Call PL
m24c
PL 3-4623 Parts For All Models -PL 3-3750 3-3943

1140--etern Ntioricairkio/

6 - Sea In Asia
2- Writing
Cm plement
T-Sfalden loved
by Zeus
S-Habitually
sloppy person
9- Wise
10-Midday (DO
11-Itallan
violinmaksr
12-In bed
15-Grain
13- Handled
20-Epic poem
(Pl.)
22-Pertaining to
the navy
24-Having
deposit of
sediment
St-Soak
22-Cnit or
Latiian
currency
Si.RA rely

lilicCht8411

C

47-Ci.rn pass
'stint
43-1h,tectfr•
organisation
Hebrew
scriptures
33- Speek
5..I-Pa rail 40
DOWN
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33-I n.connect
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39-Stalk
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Open 6:00
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2-Mao's
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REBEL LEADER FREED-Sinning of the Algerian ceasefire resulted in the freeing
of Mohammed Ben Bella
(above), Algerian rebel vice
premier, from nearly six
years of imprisonment His
activities helped to touch off
the bloody warfare. Ben Della
flew to Morocco after hia
release in Paris.

Getting up nights. bunions. frequent or
Or thl I bat',.- MAY be
wain) flo
warning of tom-v.0.i! {thine) d.ta.rtter.-Danger Ahead
Help nature ellniinate
MCP..
and other waste.. Inereaae
kidney output with DUKETS. Your 39e
S at .1.11.k drug ,.,or,' it. 4 DAYS if not
Messed. NOW at ROLLAND Ditt.G
it1,10.18.23 25e

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

it- fleets re
3.:‘-l'art of foot
36-C.iiitalner
38-A ff•rmativis
votes
40.Ai,cient
41'Si .ipid
1.'11.MM
43for
portrait
44-11 :potbetteal
force

-7A.C.31.J tr satemenotir(VOL)243gijil

KIDNEY DANGER
SIGNALS

COACH

tit

•

Otommost
ILA
WAN4e....••••0

#

USED AUTO PARTS

•

WASHINGTON (UPI) - There
were more strikes lest -jitequary
than. in the first month of any
year since 1953. the Lair,r Department reported Thursday.
-

tram

m23c

.*
CleePTEP. 17
as the horses snorted teetily.
enn, •
'TAM BARRIE could see the
By a tall. IA eage-siLiped tree., 'Cu,:, t
I
I sawtoothed rampart low in that marked the end of the gasymt. •
tile west that was the main pond. Tarn stripped. shivering! -"Teen drop tee nen
range of the Rockies, when • little in the coolness ol .tre Said. Coily Devoe •urnea has horse night air. naked, he waceel
tratend the mart hinged I'north along the valley of the through the soft mud of the seized by a tury sue.. ae tii
Manes. They came to a small Margin, finding with some suit- :nose!' known, rode tee n
creek screened by willow and prise the pond rapidly deepen- 'down, dr.ving mm
wic I.e
ing to his hips. He drew a deepIslime ot the 00; torn. nold..1
alder.
Celly rode through. agep to breath and flue" himself head- nun mere while Mi all t;uot J
the undergrowth. followed by long into the cooliriatsr, gasp- past min, the miaii717,
-k- ot It Pack stayed down until-The Sr •
-Tarn and Stephanie Devoe, with ing with thelihrie
the pack horses. rhey broke in shalicaver water, he soaped mg In ms own ei.oneeit,
pleasant glade where the Ft imself thoroughly, rinsing lessened, tne man was still.
tnto
spring-fed creek widened Into a away the grime and the swear W:tri the last tot his
subleantiai pond, the margins of the long day. He tossed the Tam kicked to Lie
Iwo with grass. It was shaded soap to the oank and launened gasping tor air.
by a hill. shielded from the hot out toward the center of the
"Lisbon 7" asked 8 voice from
wind. with plenty of firewood pool, finding it well beyond a the bank.. Tare did ilot arise en
and
Here they made man's depth as it dropped aaay
Flame gouted, ano i ea ci
toward the center. He swam slashed the water close to Tam.
camp. '
had
a fine ripper, for a minute or two, then He dived sveimming underwater
T.r.v
tircieein magically into being be splashed toward the white glow toward the upper end of true
Step . tett from the panniers of of the towel that marked ma pond. He trod water, looking
the pick outfit.
Beans and entry.
toward their camp, hsterung.
mine canned corn, hot blaCuits
He dried off, and was work- There was no sound, and panic
coo cottee..
ing the bear grease into the shook. 'Haa the men already
V..nile the girl cleared up chafed skin of his thighs when overrun the camp? What at
e'. neard. Tam and Colly he heard a slight noise. He Cony? What of Stephanie? The
Skunk, no fury flaree again.
sikead the sougans of the bed- lifted
his head.
rolls, theirs on one side of the doubt. Tam thought. He grinned
Against all caution, egaiest
fire, the girl's on the other at the picture of him coming all principle. Tarn cut toward
They were sitting on the gras3y back into camp saturated with the marker tree. Unarmed and
• bank, having a smoke. when the essence of polecat. The nakco, as still was moving to
the eirl fintshed her Chores. She night went quiet again.
the attack, lie was tiring now,
sank gracefully to the grass,
Then one of the horses snort- the cold striking a peculiar lassighing.
ed. By some Instinct, Tam situde into his musclea, tie
In the 8ilence Tam felt that turned, dropping to doe knee. swain on. With my bare hands,
this was a moment suspended The movement saved his life. he thought ...
'Tam, you all right?"
between yesterday and tomor- The arm that came for his
Tam's heart leaped, tot it was
row, the peace of it finely bal- throat hit his damp chin instead.
anced, which would not likely slipping away. A rough body Colly's voice. He kicked high
last beyor e the dawn. But now slammed against Tam, a man's and called out, "Look out!
the .1r. co:A, pleasantly scented body rank with the smell of There's another one!"
A gun flared tn the darkroom
by musty grass and pungent invent alai booze and old tosage. was tinted with gId and bacca film fell nv.'av. reaching like a red flower. From Devoe•
flame frum the dropping sun- out to catch ahil hold • corded position a rifle crashed tw:ue.
Beyond the marker tree at the
set, now fading into orange, wrist.
•
and amber, and lust before the
"Leggn me!" the man grunt- end of the pond rose an insane,
vanishing of light, a glowing ed. He Jerked his weigh., try- bubbling yell. It dropped into
•
purple. But eyen at the end Of ing to pull free. "Bryce: Over silence.
fight it was not fully dant.
"I got the varmint, Tam!"
here! I've got 'cm!"
Colly yawned, breaking the
Panic rising .in him. Tam Colly yelled. "No sign of any
spell. "I'm for bed." he an- surged back, teeling the soft more. You can come ashore.
nounced. -Tam, check the hank of the pond under his bare Over here!"
Tam went into a fast stroke,
horses before ye turn in. That feet. The hard boot of his asJimsey, 1. swear, kin untie sailant ground cruelly into his churning toward the marker
knots.",
foot. Tam groaned, and threw tree. His knees struck the soft
Beside the dying fire, he himself backward, dragging the mud and he stood up. His body
aside
nevi-paled off his boots, laid
wino witt him. There, was a felt heavy and weak without
'vest and Jacket. Soon he whs muffled yell
they splaS,, o1 the support of the water. He
mound
under
his
soubulky
ram. slip- lurched up the bank, feeling.
into the chill water
• guns, his head pillowed on his ping in the 002e Of the bottom, grass beneath his bare feeL
-saddle.
There was the aratch of a
found tooting. He saw the
Tam stood tip, yawning, real- gleam of steel in the starlight. match. In a moment • ship's .
izing how weary he was. "I'm and caught the mans wrist in lantern was spreading its yellow glow as Devoe held It high.
hot and dirty and my hide, is both hand,- 410
worn off In spots," he told
"By the Lord, Tam, I didn't
-Bryce! Get over here and
' Stephanie. "When. I check the help me with thii witdat!" the tok to see you alive." he said.
• horses, I'm going to take, a ,bath, Rein called - out, trying, to jerk
"Glad - to be" Tam said
thickly. "Drowned - one of
if the pond is deep tough."
free.
"It is." the said, finding him
enyinere .
inbell are you?" dnsnap and a .toweL She handed other voice called,.
There was the sound Of Aril
.
711w,He rn.r..4
n
him S. small jar. "Rub thou on
.
Can't_ handle two, for-cit
:4SW
e light. out it grew arnmes,
,the selte spots. -Tam: It will-ease Tarntii*Zurgt;t in. deSperatiok
thern. It's Den gheie." She With jhe strength
terror, ne Now he saw Stephanie, standwds smiling in the -fsiftat tripw nrove tinder the Man s uprtielsed ing beside her father, concern
of the firelight, as he walked arm, twisted, and pulled. in-• in her great dark eyes. She
• avniy. ,‘•
mighty hip throw. The man' shouldn't be here, rarrethought_
Beyond the fire, the night sailed over him. striking the My-clothe's'- Then his knees
seemed as dark as a mine pit deep water with a 'tremendous bolded under him His last sensation was the pleasant scratchy
But as he nearest the end of splash,the pond where the horses were
Tam launched nit In his over- softness of the 'grass organist
' tethered in the long grass, he hand stroke for the safety ot IDS cheek. Then darkness.
- a-as beginning to see by the the tar Wink. But a threshing
slarligni an afterglow. enough. hand catight 111m. lid I htm like
"W•th the eitddritinese of
trick. two
men
at least, to avoid obstae:es. lie' &steel clamp, ram dived. pull' Conjuring
blocked lee trail. their WinWind the five dark bulks that me the man undet...the eifrinee
." rhe %tory
were the tiorsen. checked Poch with hint. Whim the grip re- eheatersi reedy
finding them intact laxed, he pulled free.
continues bete tomorrow.
- -
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LADIES READY TO WEAR
nattietons

JAPAN

WANTED

u 2.15-alt w

ROOM
Pt. 3-1910 apartment. Call PL 3-1944.

TRAVIS
She trash!.

HINA

.111•11

Two

DRUG STORES

-

FOUND:
er Maybern Key, 3 miles West °I
ltc
Crossleand on Stateline Rd.

HOG MARKET

PRINTING

I trip.

. Mardh 23.

ANNOUNCED TEST

WASHINGTON
;UPI - The
Atomic Energy Commission aned Thursday that it conductnullc
ed
ualow yield underground noclear weapons test at its Nevada
site.
It was the 21st announced underground test of the current series being conducted by the cummession. The detonation had a
power yield equal ie less than
20,000 tons of TNT.
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by Ernie Busahmillen
IT'S MY LITTLE
BROTHER - -- HE'S
HAVING- A TEST
....
FsoR EYE GLASSES

WHO'S
TH AT

HE CAN'T READ YET

CAT
COw
APE

neneennafillnegnveneeganea--

iff AI CM*

LIL' ABNER
QUlET'L`l
(DID `0
.
SLUG ME FUM
BEHIND,5EFO'
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TAKIN'
ME?

itC=Y TIED ME
?'
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1 AM. ONLY IT AIN T SuE
V A Ran I Nre. ITS A GIRL
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they were born, according to the
STAY AT HOME
THRASHER SIGNS CONTRACT,
ONE CUSTOMER LEFT
'mg children's wear. Another IS
haven't you seen a little girl over:3110(16e. to mention two,
Census Bureau.
MANCUSO°
(Oft
—
The
111Pli
--Frank'
Alto.
CALGARY,
'
SAN
bruwhat
mother
looks
for-and
ineviblue-eyed
Twohig,
a
struggling to get out of a party
Ann
dress even before the party be. nett of al. is chief degner and tably, exapet for gala occabiOnss 40-year-old Richard Springs Tele- Thrasher. a center from Texasi
It said Friday that NortheastWASHINGTON .UPD — Results
-pattern maker for Carter's. man- mo'her looks for ckathes whish phone Oa has. asked the Oalifor- State University, has signed agan7census erners tend most to remain in
taopulation
1060
Utthties
of
Pub.:ic
the
Cemenivaion
the
Calgary'
contract
with
{
ii.a
1962
Her
care for ea's'y — dttsk 'em in
oln-ufasaurers oi children's wear.
out uf I() Ameri- their home states.
Miss iNvohig said that one
s. beys and girls. are washer and dryer and back into I for eno'aaaion to go out of busi- Stampeciers of the Western Foot-4 show that seven,
e
the pnblems of designing far k ages ant months to six years.
cana live in the state in which
s.
11.111 Conference,
the bureau dra.,ver—and clothes
•
•
choiren eon:erns not the children.ask ahat a eingle woman that last through mud pies and
The firm said it hes only one
but the parents. "A lot of grown- is- doing designing for claidren.'' hop azoteh.
•••••,,,
customer left,
ups want the youngsters in adultiaaa
;AP*
The designer is not opposed to
clothea." she said. "I don't be- 'shout them than their mothers." frills. As a matter of fact, she
lieve in this . . in little girls
said, small girls love fuss,' clothes
,
By GAY PAULEY
Aatually. she said, a whole pas- —once in a white.
being carbon copies of their nioLINER DAY LATE
UPI Womea's Editor
thers. I notice the Kennedys- are set of small cousins in her native
What dces bother the designer
NEW YORK ';a1 -- In the opin dressing Caroline like a child. . ." Nes% England eats as test co. is a reverse trend—woiTien's fah— The liner
NEW YORK
ion of one children's wear deBright Colors For Kids
torners. But she believes that be- ' ions aping those of the children. Italia arrived here one day lioe
isigner, a child bezomes stltS
To Mias Twohig. the -too old'' ing single gives- her an obteative
"1 call it .the "Liz jazz." she from -Nassau Sunday because,
ennscious 'about the time he or look shows in copying not only sil- appaoaash to children's wear de- said
After IA Taylor. actress. the storms which raged over tlit
- she' gets out. of diapers.
houettes from the adult telt but sign beastrse. she has no set no- -Ruffles at the throat, ruffles at Atlantic last week.
coloaa as uell. "Olive green shirts tiona about styles.
the cuff, ruffles at the hemline.
The extended cruise; however,
'"Perhaps they know what they are fine for dad and muted plaids
At 52. terrible!"
S as not all profit for the 606 paslike in alothes even sooner... said for anom..but children love clear.
Miss Twaihig, a native of Brook- 'At five. fine.
:angers aboard. Because of the!
Ann Tw .hig. "if thea• could just bright colors." she said.
ton. Mass, designed for a mater,rm, the passengers were only
tell us. The children with whom
nity wear company and a bridal
Joie to spend six hours in Nassau
I work know what they went
In turn, she said. comfort, house before she joined her Presinstead of the scheduled full day.
from the time they can talk"
which is the printery factor in the .ent firm. In 1958.
-.
norld of fa4nora has proAnd what, they wale,- she
Easily Cared For
(Continued from Page 1)
conLnued. "is comfortable clothes. dozed some clamsK.s for the adolt
She seal a child's fashion prefa
A child clothes restriations.
world too-the boat neck shirt and erenze was one facto- n deaian- Outer Space Committee in Ness'
whatever in the
York to follow up on the willingworld rot
ness of Soviet Pretnier Nikita S.
aKhrushahes• to explore U. S.—Ruslooking for
sian a:mice cooperation.
' United Nations: lie feels it
would be a great mistake for
ConiereS4 to kill essential features
of the U. N. bond program. Kennedy said the Senate Foreign Relabons Committee amendment to
the proposal to buy $100 million
in U. N. bonds seas acceptable.
rudiments
This amendment would require
THE DRIVE TO LEARN—Student. at Taft Junior High School in Chicago iaarn the
other U. N. members to match
of automobile operation on machines called Drivotramers. Each student has a Jteering wheel, accelerator a.nd brake, to be manipulated according to driving SitiloAluri
U. S. bond purchases after the
shown on a motion picture screen.
first 525 million.
RS70: lie does not regard a
compromise with the House Ann
ed Services Committee as victory
or loss for any viewpoint in the
argument over how much to spend
on 'development of the RS70 bomber.

Child Becomes
Conscious Of
Styles Early

0.

•

Kennedy ..

... and rims it's

Wise. Of WORDS- Heir is a genera' view ut the 17-nation disarmament contetence
Ueov.... Switzerland. At left table is Sovict Andrei Gromiito isecond rightt and at Ira
x.g.it, 1.nlerian Zonal. At table in right torigiaimo Is U.S. Secretary of State Dcaza
Laski (far end). and besi3e tom. Pra.sa Fiacgn Secretary Lord Horne.
!_gadtat-Aofol_

DOUBLES BOND PURCHASE
KARACHI. •Pak ista n
&I'llchtlateed-- Sioriday i•
would double its earlier salbseriplion and purchase.. $500,000 in
United Nations bonds.
The government mid the deeis.on was made to strengthen th,
United Nations -as an effa.ctiv,
instrument of peace by ensuring
ilTriraarxial ,s1 -ency-"

1111111•11111111,

BLADE CUT • U.S. GOOD

SMOKED TENDERIZED

Chuck Roast 49c PICNICS

• 29Fb

at

LANCASTER & VEAL'S

CLOSE-OUT SALE
Yes! Thrilling, value packed DOLLAR DAYS. To clean up and clear out accumulated odd lots, broken sizes, and assorted groups we have marked items down to a
single dolar that never should be sold at such a ridiculously low figure. Top quality
merchandise—all of it—but sizes are broken, not many left in some groups, etc.,
so come and get it.

ANY SIZE PACKAGE

SLAB BACON
HUNT'S or ROSEDALE - No. Zi Can

r

99

—lb

BANANAS

HERRIES

10c

unnaelacansJUICE
3 DOZ.

c. 19
--6 ilia*

Rosedale - No. V. Can

99c

EGGS

-••'S

-A=

Shz111
4issao

CALLIE STYLE

PORK
ROAST

5

lb

PEARS

39*
—17.Afini.W
PRESSURE 4r.% PACK.0

394

Chase E.
Sanborn
6 COFFEE

QUART

MEDIUM SIZE

Dozen

Lemons 25,

5

OFF REGULAR PRICE

WIMENIft

•

Short Rib

Pik

STEW BEEF --

33 MAR

RINE —_ -- 2 lbs 29*
TRECAL
Qt. Vir
-75
PIE CRUST MIX 229`
69
•
Carden Seed and.Plants
lb.

Box of

richilLIADOS
——
• 10
•

a- -iota

k

— 2-Lb. Box

,y9TATOES

Roomier WM

A good supply of these Argyles, clacks, fancies, as
well as all the good colors
in S-T-R-E-T-C-H-E-S Reg
ular and actual $1.01) ant
T'S values, now

9 PRS.

Regular an

SPURT SHIRTS

BOYS' SHIRTS

Not all sizes in all patterns,
but all sizes in the lot. We
could sell them to bulk stock
buyers for more than this
Li here they are — yin
ice only,

Limited quantity, but
nough right now to pay yo,.
a, come in early tomorrow
.1 ypti have boys who wear
sizes frm 6 to 12 While
'hey last, your ehnice

,

(7<•.• assIllocrt

•

AN

MTS.
Here's an oddity—but a sensational bargain Sizes 28
and 44 only. If you wear
either of these sizes you
can stock up at a real saving No.

Regular $1.50

CONTINUING A

TIES

Great Sale of
CLOTHING

A fresh new tie makes .,
aondeafill difference in the
Iress-up way you feel To
•lear out this special group
regular -$1 50 values.
an now have them at

•

4 FOR SI.

Yes, continuing unbelieveable reducions on fine clothing . . . Suits. Sport Coats, Slecks. Values that ar.
marvelous beyond beli•f .
SAVINGS you will not
be able to match again for a long long time to come.

Regular 25s

ONE SPECIAL GROUP ALL WOOL

HANDKI-RCHHIS

SUITS

A great chance to stock up
on better quality handker, hiefs. Full size, fine, sof'
quality neatly hemmed. The
kind you 'like to have
.
your bureau drawer
your pocket.

Regular values to $50.00

$25.
$40.
$19.

REGULAR $65 - IMPORTED FABRIC

SUITS

8 FOR $1.

Our regular $as 00 qual
ay.

You

save

525.00'

Regular to $2.56

REG. $35 TROPICAL eir REGULAR WT.

SPORT COATS

Buy one foe, each Suit, or
each paia of trousers. Famous nationally know •brands
n ow" at a most pleasing
price. All the good widths.
,n black or brown.

Smart new colors and
patterns in both weights.
Tropical Weight

$1.

SLACKS

JEWEi

Clever new designs in Cuff
Links, Cuff Link and To.
Clalp Sets, Novelty Sei •
'tc Good looking JeWeIrL,
from a famous maker, no'
,l leas than wholesale cost

•

3 PRS. $i.

Dacron and wool 4
0
blends pat give
'141e ultimate in,,
satisfactory wear.-

Regolar,ti

— Can1

Men's to 61.56

$1
.

4

_

( A N'.3

YOU!

Reg. to $5.95

It

y-T-Fine

Kobey Shoe String
e•

THESE AND OTHER GREAT VALUES AWAIT

• SOCKS

P'

Golden Yellow

A R C.F. SELECTED

lb

neles

PEACHES 4
•

29

Sliced

•

I Reg. to $18.95 All Wool

SLACKS
Fine All Wool,
14041,klitchit Flannels, etc., in a
lothing tailored .
quality you will
•
like.
••

LANCASTER & VEAL
CLOSING OUT OUR ENTIRE STOCK

WHERE SHOPPING IS A PLEASURE — AND NOT A TASK'!

••••,.
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